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12 September 2023 

 

 

Dear Commissioner 

 

 

RE: Draft Amendment PDPSAMEND-2021-022808 

Apply airport obstacle limitation area overlay to land around Cambridge Airport 

 

The owners of 105 Kennedy Drive/Cherokee Drive (PID 3033887) being 115 Kennedy Drive P/L wish 

to object to the proposals outlined in the Draft Amendment on the grounds of height, noise and 

exhaust pollution and possible loss of property value. 

 

The property has frontages to Kennedy Drive and Cherokee Drive, the latter being the main access 

for vehicles and pedestrians. The site has an area of 1.638ha on which is built a metal clad 

industrial building having a height of 12 metres. It was constructed in 2011 and has an area of 

2835m2. There are attached offices and convenience. The vacant northern area is currently used 

for carparking and storage and reserved for future extensions of the main building.  

 

The property Is leased to the Hydro who undertake major repair works on Power Station machinery, 

repairs that require minimal tolerances with heavy machinery bedded into concrete support. 

 

Informal discussion with the tenants on the proposed amendment has raised some possible longer 

term tenancy issues.  

 

Our concern relates to the proposed contour limiting the building height to 10 metres. This would 

be in direct conflict with the existing building of 12 metres and could preclude any future extension 

to match that height. 

 

The second concern has been the increasing noise from aviation activities and exhaust emissions 

from the nearby property PID 3304165, which is located opposite 105 Kennedy Drive, on Cherokee 

Drive. There is direct access from this location onto Cambridge Airport. 
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We contend that local properties such as 105 Kennedy Drive need to be protected from ever 

increasing noise and environmental issues due to the close vicinity of the busy light aircraft airport. 

Noise limitations and environment issues such as exhaust emissions need to be assessed to protect 

neighbouring properties and associated employment. 

 

“The Commission considers that the modification is a substantial modification as there may be a 

public interest in the modification.” 

 

In our case we consider the proposal is unreasonable given there has been no discussion with the 

Clarence Council and the area was and continues to be defined as the Cambridge Industrial Estate 

Specific Area to provide for manufacturing, processing, repair, storage and distribution of goods 

and materials where OFF SITE IMPACTS ARE MINIMAL or can be managed to minimise conflict or 

impact on the amenity of any other use. Noise and exhaust emission for instance. 

 

The revision of the airport’s limitation area overlay, and in particular the shadowing of the 10 

metre contour over our property, is in our opinion, prejudicial to further expansion. It appears to 

have been arbitrarily positioned with no reference to the property owners, existing structures or 

uses other than comment that the Commission considers that the Cambridge Airport is of regional 

and state significance and that the airport is afforded protections by the Clarence LPS through the 

airport obstacle limitation area overlay. 

 

In our opinion the 10 metre contour should at least be removed from shadowing 105 Kennedy Drive 

and relocated towards the airport and along the Cherokee Drive property boundary of 111 Kennedy 

Drive. If not moved, the various limitations could prejudice the market value of the property. 

 

We also believe the matters of noise and exhaust pollution need to be considered as part of this 

revision. 

 

Yours faithfully 

 

 

CARL J ROOKE 

Secretary 

 

Attachments: 

105 Kennedy Drive - Property Information Report 

105 Kennedy Drive - Building Profiles 

111 Kennedy Drive - Property Information 

Proposed New Boundary 




















